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Abstract: The knowledge of structure and dynamics is

crucial to explain the function of RNAs. While nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) is well suited to probe these

for complex biomolecules, it requires expensive, isotopi-
cally labeled samples, and long measurement times. Here

we present SELOPE, a new robust, proton-only NMR

method that allows us to obtain site-specific overview of
structure and dynamics in an entire RNA molecule using

an unlabeled sample. SELOPE simplifies assignment and
allows for cost-effective screening of the response of nu-

cleic acids to physiological changes (e.g. ion concentra-
tion) or screening of drugs in a high throughput fashion.

This single technique allows us to probe an unprecedent-

ed range of exchange time scales (the whole ms to ms
motion range) with increased sensitivity, surpassing all

current experiments to detect chemical exchange. For the
first time we could describe an RNA excited state using an

unlabeled RNA.

RNAs are flexible molecules that adopt different structures

each correlated with a different function.[1] The interest in
studying RNA structure and dynamics has increased due to the
discovery of new roles, for systems such as the ribosome, ribo-
zymes, riboswitches, RNA viruses, and a wide variety of regula-

tory RNAs. These RNAs affect many biological processes and
are involved in various human diseases such as cardiac diseas-

es, Alzheimer’s, diabetes or cancer, making them prime drug
targets and candidates for molecular diagnostics.[2] To under-
stand the function of RNA it is essential to obtain high-resolu-

tion structural information on the highly populated ground
state (GS) but also on the lower-populated, shorter-lived

states, and therefore on the RNA dynamics. Currently, nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) is the method of choice to obtain

this information, despite the requirement of expensive isotopic

labeling (15N, 13C).[3] RNA 1H chemical shift is a reliable and ac-
curate structural probe[4] and recently dynamics of protons, in

a range of time scales (relaxation dispersion (RD),[5] CEST,[6] real-
time NMR[7]) have been exploited for proteins and nucleic

acids. While the most abundant isotope of hydrogen, 1H, is

NMR active, highly sensitive and therefore easily detected, la-
beled heteronuclei are usually necessary for selective excitation

or to introduce a second spectral dimension to decrease signal
overlap in 1H 1D spectra (Figure 1).

In this work we present a new homonuclear 2D NMR

method, the SELective Optimized Proton Experiment (SELOPE).
It allows us to obtain well-resolved 1H 1D and 2D spectra of

unlabeled RNA by combining two simple key elements: (1) the
selective excitation of specific groups of protons and (2) spec-

tral editing and de-crowding using a coherence transfer
through homonuclear J-couplings. This idea is shown in the

Figure 1. a) Example RNA (G-C base pair) and a 1D 1H NMR spectrum of a 25
nucleotide RNA (Figure 3 a). Chemical shift regions of different 1H types are
indicated. b) A simplified Scheme of the de-crowded spectra obtained with
the 2D SELOPE approach.
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Scheme in Figure 1 b. Similar to other J-correlation elements,
SELOPE can be combined with other pulse sequence blocks,

for example, spin locks (SL), to record dynamics on unlabeled
samples on timescales covering the complete ms to ms time-

scale.
Figure 2 (a), shows the SELOPE pulse sequence, that is used

to edit the 1H@1H 2D spectrum. Panels (b) and (c) show the H8
and H6/H5 regions of the 2D spectrum of a 25-nucleotide un-
labeled RNA construct, henceforth called “GUG” (secondary

structure displayed in Figure 3 b). Using SELOPE one can probe
the nucleobases adenine (A) and guanine (G) through H8 and

H2, cytidine (C) and uracil (U) through H5 and H6, as well as
the sugar moiety through H1’, covering the whole RNA mole-
cule without the need for labeling. After selective excitation of
the H8/H6 region (Figure 1) we introduce a coherence transfer

element to transfer the selected, transverse magnetization
from H6 to H5 in order to introduce a second dimension. H8
has no coupling partner hence its magnetization remains on

H8. This leads to well-resolved 2D spectra with H6@H5 cross
peaks (Figure 2 c) while the crowded aromatic region is now

depleted and the signals along the diagonal are due only to
H8 (Figure 2 b), reducing overlap for every nucleotide in the

whole unlabeled RNA sample. The depletion and editing effect

is achieved due to the uniformity of H5@H6 J-couplings (8–
10 Hz) throughout the RNA molecule paired with careful selec-

tion of the duration t (= 1/(4J)) in the presented pulse se-
quence. The J-transfer element also acts as a T2-filter and

hence in addition rids the H8 region from overlapping NH2

peaks. This depletion of the diagonal is not exploited when

using standard homonuclear 1H@1H 2D experiments, or, such

as for 2QF-COSY experiments, cannot be achieved. The deple-
tion/ SELOPE idea can be realized using even shorter transfer

times, albeit not as well due to residual NH2 peaks, using a 1H-
1H TOCSY transfer sequence instead of the 90–t–180–t–90–t–

180–t transfer (Supporting Information section 5). The H5/H1’
region (Figure 1) can be edited in a similar fashion. In this case
the magnetization is fully transferred from H5 to H6, while for

H1’ it either remains along the diagonal, or is otherwise trans-
ferred to H2’, depending on the sugar pucker conformation
(Supporting Information Figures S02, S03 for spectra and more
detailed discussion). Whilst the experiment is presented as a

2D Scheme here, the resolution obtained may also be suffi-
cient for use as a 1D Scheme, that is, retaining transfer but

omitting t1, especially for the depleted excitation region—the
diagonal (Figure 2 b 1D projection). The cross peak region
shows more overlap due to the homonuclear H5@H6 J-cou-

pling. However, H5@H6 coupling constants are uniform
throughout the RNA molecule, therefore in future, S3E or IPAP

type schemes could be used similar to 13C detected protein
NMR,[8] to virtually decouple this region and thereby further

reduce overlap to allow acquisition as 1D as well. The SELOPE

idea was tested on different unlabeled RNA and DNA samples
of different concentrations, as well as a protein sample. The re-

sults are summed up in the Supporting Information (sec-
tions 1.5 and 4.1). Although this pulse sequence was devel-

oped for unlabeled samples, it can be applied to 13C/15N la-
beled RNA constructs, however, decoupling has to be applied

Figure 2. (a) 2D SELOPE pulse sequence. Filled and open rectangles corre-
spond to 908 and 1808 hard pulses, respectively. Filled semi-oval shapes indi-
cate 908 shape pulses for selective excitation of the H8/H6 or H5/H1’ region
of the proton spectrum. The coherence transfer delay t is set to 1/ (4 3JHH).
The asterisk indicates a possible point in the sequence where an element to
diversify the sequence can be implemented (e.g. spin lock element). (b and
c) Expansions of one SELOPE spectrum of GUG obtained through selective
excitation of the H8/H6 region and subsequent coherence transfer from H6
to H5. For this spectrum 44 FIDs were recorded for an indirect dimension of
1.8 ppm spectral width. 16 scans were recorded per increment with a recov-
ery delay of 1.5 s leading to an experimental time of 27 min. For more de-
tailed description and experimental parameters see Supporting Information
(sections 1.1–1.3).
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during the transfer delays t and acquisition (Supporting Infor-

mation 1.5).
To show the potential of the new method, we combined the

SELOPE element with a SL (inserted at the * in Figure 2) to
measure 1H R11 RD and therefore obtain site-specific structural

information of possible excited states (ES) of the unlabeled
RNA (see Supporting Information 2.1 for modified pulse se-

quence). To our knowledge, 1H relaxation dispersion without

using heteronuclei has so far only been carried out to study
small molecules[9] or small molecules in ligand-biomolecule

complexes,[10] in which it is possible to obtain information
using standard 1D 1H spectra. As a consequence of the highly

resolved two-dimensional proton spectra obtained through
SELOPE, it was possible to obtain RD curves for every single

residue in the GUG RNA construct (Figure 3 a). A representative

dispersion curve (G6H8) including a fit obtained using a two-
state fast exchange model is shown in Figure 3 b and Table 1.

Recording the data as 2D spectra allows us to extract disper-
sion curves for H6 and H8 of all residues at once saving time,

as shown in the Supporting Information (Figures S11, S12). As
has been shown in our previous work for labeled samples, 1H
R11 RD experiments extend accessible timescales towards faster

exchange processes,[5e] allowing us to measure very fast ex-
change rates of more than 50 kHz (Table 1). The new experi-
ment complements the previous 1H R11 method for labeled
samples[5e] because of the different signal dispersion due to the
different nuclei sampled in the indirect dimension (proton vs.
carbon) and the additional depletion effect in the proton spec-

trum, leading to resolved peaks of interest in the new 1H@1H 2D
experiment, which may overlap in the 1H@13C 2D and vice versa
(See Supporting Information section 1.5 for an example).

Furthermore, SELOPE is well suited for monitoring the re-
sponse of the system to environmental changes. We titrated

GUG RNA with MgCl2 and measured 1H chemical shift pertur-

bations (Figures S17–S19) and dynamics using the SELOPE
method. Figure 3 b, Figure S16 and Table 1 show the results of
the RD measurement for residues in the bulge region, in which
a shift towards slower exchange rates was observed.

Our method opens the door to using unlabeled RNA sam-
ples for drug screening. It has been shown that the efficacy of

drugs cannot only be explained by the structural changes they
cause, but also need an understanding of changes in the RNA

dynamics.[1a, d] As proof of concept we added an aminoglyco-
side, Neomycin, to the GUG RNA. RD curves for selected resi-
dues are shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S20).
Hence potential problems with stability of a labeled (i.e. expen-
sive) sample and its retrieval from the mixture are neatly cir-
cumvented.

While previous 1H R11 sequences for labeled samples are lim-

ited when measuring slower exchange rates, due to large het-

eronuclear J-couplings in combination with low SL RF field
strengths, another novelty and advantage of our method is

that these couplings are absent in unlabeled samples, thus al-
lowing us to use lower SL strengths and therefore measure

slower exchange time scales (Figure 4). See Supporting Infor-
mation section 2.6 for comparison of R11 data obtained from a

labeled and unlabeled RNA construct. In addition, 1Hs bound

to 12C have reduced R2 values,[5e] increasing the sensitivity to
smaller REX contributions. To demonstrate this feasibility, we

obtained on and off-resonance RD curves (Figure 4 b and c) for
another RNA construct called “GUC” (Figure 4 a). RD data was

fitted by solving the Bloch-McConnell equations for two-state
chemical exchange[11] for G6H8. Using very low SL strengths

(25 Hz) we characterized an exchange process with a kEX of

Figure 3. Secondary structure of GUG construct (a) and (b) on-resonance 1H
R11 RD curve for G6H8 including fits to a two-state fast-exchange model ob-
tained for the pure GUG RNA (solid line) and titrated with MgCl2 (6 mm, and
12 mm Mg2 + , dashed and dotted lines, respectively).

Table 1. Exchange rates, kEX, obtained for different Mg2 + concentrations
for selected residues in GUG.

[Mg2+] kEX (U7H6) kEX (G6H8) kEX (G6NH)

0 mm 52.5:3.9 kHz 44.1:1.1 kHz 48.2:0.5 kHz
6 mm 42.0:3.7 kHz 32.8:0.9 kHz 36.0:1.1 kHz
12 mm 36.8:4.5 kHz 26.9:1.9 kHz 31.8:1.3 Hz

Figure 4. (a) Secondary structure of GUC construct (differing base pair com-
pared to GUG (Figure 3 a) is highlighted in grey) and (b) on-resonance 1H R11

RD data for G6H8 (indicated in (a)). (c) Off-resonance 1H R11 RD curves ob-
tained at 25 (dark blue), 50 (blue) and 75 Hz (light blue). Lines correspond to
fits obtained by solving the Bloch-McConnell equations for a two-state
chemical exchange.[11]
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263:30 Hz, a population of 0.40:0.03 % for the excited state
and a chemical shift change DwH of @0.19:0.01 ppm, not de-

tectable by current CEST methods. For completeness, SI sec-
tion S3 shows the combined SELOPE approach with a CEST ele-

ment (pulse sequence and experimental details) applied to the
GUC sample. Additional RD curves, experimental details and in-

structions to acquire off-resonance data can be found in Sup-
porting Information section 2.4 and 2.5.

As with all 1H R11 pulse sequences, there is a potential for ar-

tifacts arising from interfering mechanisms during 1H SL: Hart-
mann–Hahn transfers, cross-relaxation, heating or off-reso-
nance effects. These have either been discussed earlier (for fast
exchange regime)[5e] or are addressed in the Supporting Infor-

mation section 2.7.
In this work we presented SELOPE, a new NMR approach for

unlabeled RNAs, enabling us to obtain structural information,

that is, chemical shifts, from a set of well-resolved 1D and 2D
proton spectra. The method can be combined with different

pulse sequence elements to measure dynamics such as RD and
CEST. We have shown that combined with a SL, it can be used

to obtain 1H R11 RD data throughout a whole RNA’s nucleobas-
es (H8, H6 & H5) and sugar moieties (H1’). Provided that poten-

tial artifacts are identified or excluded, it permits off-resonance

measurements to extract chemical shifts and population of ex-
cited states. The SELOPE approach was designed for standard

(<40 nt) RNA constructs but is also readily applicable to DNA
samples (Supporting Information section S4). The method is

suitable for unlabeled samples and hence a cost-effective way
to gain an overview of biomolecular systems and their re-

sponse to physiological changes or drug screening. In addition

the new experiment complements R11 measurements on heter-
onuclei due to the characteristic of the 1H to extend accessible

timescales towards both faster and slower exchange processes,
thereby closing the gap in time scales typically arising be-

tween CEST and R11 methods for RNAs.[12] The recently pro-
posed 15N E-CPMG experiment[13] closes this gap in isotopically

labeled proteins and enables to characterize exchange process-

es between 500 and 40 000 Hz. Unfortunately, 15N CPMG ex-
periments are only applicable for labeled nucleic acids and de-
liver very few, Watson–Crick base paired probes. The herein
presented SELOPE method goes even further and extends the

accessible time scale on both ends, from 100 to 50 000 Hz,
using one single experiment without the necessity of any type

of isotopic labeling. We expect the presented approach to be
widely useful to obtain comprehensive, financially inexpensive,
and stand-alone or complementary information for the study

of structure and dynamics in RNAs.
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